
Robots and Cavemen
Axle rolled up to the Town Hall, and in through the automatic doors. He flashed a greeting to the 
others who were passing through the lobby and headed for the continually moving elevator.

Axle’s body was barrel shaped, and painted a bluish grey colour. He used wheels to travel across 
the lobby floor, but on a softer surface, like sand or grass, he used small caterpillar tracks, and he 
could swap out these methods of location for others if he wanted to move across ice, snow, water, or
other surfaces. He could even bolt on a rotor and travel through the air, but that was expensive.

His sensors could be switched in and out too. He didn’t often use a specialised scent sensor for 
example, but one was available if he needed one, and he had a rudimentary scent sensor for 
everyday use. He usually saw things in what we would call visible light, but his vision could be 
extended into the infrared or ultraviolet. His vision could be telescopic or microscopic.

He had some of his sensors on his head, which was carried on a short robust neck. These sensors 
were the ones which benefited from a little elevation, like his optical sensors and his audio ones. 

In short, Axle was a robot. A general purpose, autonomous, intelligent, robot. He looked much 
like a small horse made of metal.

***
Crank was in the shop, getting a wheel bearing fixed. He was not happy, because he had been told 
that he only needed the front left fixed, but the front right was bothering him too. It didn’t need to 
be fixed yet, he conceded, but it would need to be done soon. It was like an itch. He hated taking 
time out to get something fixed because it made a mess of his calendar.

“All fixed,” said the doctor-mechanic. “I’ve tightened up the front right too. It should run a lot 
better now.”

“Thanks,” said Crank.
He let the doctor-mechanic attach the traction unit to his body, which in his case was fawn in 

colour, and rolled a few centimetres forwards and backwards, and turned left and right.
“Hmm, feels good, doctor. Thank you.”
“If you wouldn’t mind…” said the doctor-mechanic, as he held up his pay sensor.
Crank blinked into the lens. His signature entered the payment system and a receipt pinged into 

his mail box. Of course, the state would pay the bill later.
Crank rolled out of the doctor-mechanic’s hospital-workshop, still testing out the repairs. Hmm, 

the front right felt a lot better. Maybe it would last for a while after all. He headed off for his 
meeting with Axle at the Town Hall feeling a lot happier.

***
‘Axle’ and ‘Crank’ were not really their names, of course. Their real names were combinations of 
numbers, letters, security certificates, bursts of sounds, complex images, and some more esoteric 
components.

They didn’t talk by exchanging bursts of sound that encapsulated chunks of meaning. Instead, 
they exchanged sounds, light, signals using a system much like semaphore, and even electronic 
communications. Their conversations were continuous streams of data, flowing in both directions.

The ‘Town Hall’ was not really a Town Hall, of course, but it was the centre of administration for
Crank and Axle’s city, and Crank and Axle worked in the building.

Other words and phrases might be used in this story, and they should be understood to represent 
the closest analogs from our world to things that exist in Crank and Axle’s world. ‘They had a cup 
of tea’ might mean that they took on board, via a connection to a bowser, or perhaps from a can with



a spout, a liquid which was essential for their bodies to function properly. This liquid, it can be 
assumed, is infused with chemicals which are not necessary, but which give the robots a sensation 
of well-being and enjoyment. In short, it enhances the flavour like tea brewed in water does for 
humans,

***
Crank and Axle considered the view from the panoramic window. The city extended as far as the 
eye could see, straight roads radiating from the city centre, and circular orbital roads ringing the 
centre at increasing distances. The robots liked neatness. Each segment, Crank and Axle knew, 
contained buildings with a single function like the hospital-workshop that Crank had visited earlier. 
If the city was observed from above it would look much like a dartboard, with the Town Hall at the 
centre.

The city was clean, tidy, and Crank and Axle felt the robot equivalent of pride when they looked 
at it. The air was clean and bright, but this was, Crank and Axle knew, slightly lucky. If the wind 
had been blowing in the other direction, they would have detected small quantities of pungent 
chemicals brought in on the wind, and the robots would have experienced mild distress. They would
have signalled each other in irritation, much as humans would have said to one another “What’s that
smell?”

“We have to go and see them,” said Crank.
Axle sighed. “Yes, it’s getting bad.”
A few kilometres away, rising into the otherwise clear air, was a plume of gaseous chemicals, 

mixed with small to medium particles, all buoyed up by heated air. Smoke. At the very limits of the 
city, where the radial pattern of the roads and buildings broke down, was a source of pollution.

***
Crank and Axle sped up a main radial highway. They had each bolted a high-powered electric motor
onto the rear of their chassis, and drove up the fast lane on the radial road. Neither of them would 
have admitted that they enjoyed the sensation of whizzing past the slower traffic, because such 
exhilaration was officially frowned on.

Axle and Crank pulled to a halt on the edge of a huge pit. Their filters were dialled up to the 
maximum, but still the odour reached the minimal olfactory organs that were the robot default. 
Crank purged his oxygen absorbers. In other words he coughed.

“Let’s go,” he said.
They switched to tracked locomotion and started down a dirt ramp into the pit. Axle led the way 

as he had the better tracks, and Crank was anxious, because Axle had pulled him out of the pit once 
when the ramp had crumbled away.

The ramp circled the pit and Crank looked down. The bottom of the pit was a mess of mud, sand,
and gravel to Crank’s robot eyes. In one place, on a slight rise, was a cluster of rough huts. In 
another area was the source of the smoke, a number of kilns made of what seemed to be packed 
clay. Tunnels disappeared down slopes into the bowels of the earth in several places. It was actually 
quite orderly, but Crank was used to straight lines and smooth curves and pristine surfaces.

Everywhere there were humanoids. In Crank’s mind they were cavemen, from the beginning of 
time, but, in fact, they were much more advanced than that. They had, of course, evolved alongside 
the robots.

Cavemen were dragging wagons with loads of fuel into the kilns, using machines that looked not
unlike Crank and Axle, and returning with loads which went two ways. One set of wagons headed 
to a spoil tip, and the other wagons filled several large bins. Other cavemen were disappearing into 
the tunnels with empty wagons and returning with full ones. One set of wagons was full of fuel and 



went straight to the kilns, while the other set was steered towards a huge pile of raw material. Now 
and then a caveman loaded a cart with the raw material and delivered it to the kilns.

Cranks was in awe of the operation. He was used to immense automatic factories, but the 
concept of individual entities working together to achieve a similar aim was something foreign to 
him. “How do they know what to do, and when to do it?” he wondered to himself.

Axle and Crank rolled down the ramp.
***

The so-called cavemen were as smart as the robots, and, within the limits of their guttural language, 
quite eloquent. The robots didn’t like their messy lives and messy surroundings, and of course, they 
hated the smoke. They had the wrong idea about the cavemen who they thought were coarse and 
unfeeling, and they hated having to converse with them only by sound waves.

Two of the cavemen saw them coming.
“Look out, Sam,” said one of them, “Here come Metal Mickey and Tik-tok.”
“Yeah, Mike. I wonder what they want. They couldn’t be coming to complain about the smoke, 

could they?”
They both laughed.
Axle stopped in front of them and scanned them. His recognition program, which was designed 

to recognise robots, had a little difficulty, but it identified the two cavemen.
“Sam and Mike,” said Axle. He didn’t fully understand the body language of the cavemen, and 

wondered at the sounds that the cavemen made when they laughed at his announcement. He figured
that it was a greeting as they did it every time that he visited, but he was beginning to realise that 
they were laughing at him.

“Axle and Crank,” replied Sam.
“You must stop making the smoke. It stains the air and the city. It causes corrosion to our bodies.

You must stop.” He was conversing in what he thought of as ‘caveman language’, by using just 
sound waves. Translation wasn’t perfect though. For example, when he said the word that he 
thought meant ‘caveman’, the cavemen heard the word ‘human’.

“Well,” said Mike. “As we’ve told you before, we could shut the furnaces down. But then we 
couldn’t produce what you need.”

He gestured at the bins.
“But we need those materials,” said Crank. “If we do not get them, we will seize up. Stop 

working. Our brains would decay!”
Mike was nodding. “You could mine and smelt them yourselves,” he suggested.
“You know we can’t. The raw materials are poisonous to us. We would go crazy and die.”
“Then we need to make the smoke.”
“We will cut off your food!”
“If you do that, we will die, and you will not get those materials. You will have to put up with the

smoke.”
“We cannot.”
“Then we are at an impasse.”
“Yes.”
Axle and Crank communicated for a second. It was like a whispered aside.
“You must stop making the smoke,” said Axle, and the two robots left.

***
Mike and Sam watched them go.

“What do you make of that, Mike?”



“They’re getting more excited. But they are not stupid. They know that the smoke is a byproduct 
of the process, and we can’t make their materials without making smoke.”

“Can we improve the filters? Reduce the emissions?”
“Not significantly.”
“I hope that the robots don’t do something rash.”
“They won’t. They depend on us.”
“As we depend on them.”

***
Axle and Crank discussed the visit as they scrubbed off in the first wash place that they could find 
on their way back to the centre of the city.

“They can’t stop the smoke,” conceded Axle.
“I agree. Can we help them? Improve the filters, perhaps?”
“No. We have already helped them with the filters. Maybe we can improve them a little. I’ll get 

someone to work on that.”
“Can we change the process?”
“No. The cavemen have the best chemists. As you know, we avoid chemistry and biology and 

‘wet’ sciences. It’s only a historical bias, because our ancestors relied on weak seals which 
sometimes leaked and had to be replaced often to avoid liquids and gases entering important parts 
of our bodies. The Tin Man syndrome.”

“Yes, I know.”
The legendary robot hero was prone to seizing up at inconvenient times.
“We can’t live with the smoke.”
“Yes. It coats all the surfaces of the buildings, and the roads. It settles on the surfaces of our 

bodies. Our optics become coated and have to be replaced. But more importantly, citizens hate it 
and become depressed and even suicidal. We need to do something.”

“We need to visit the boffins.”
“Yes, I agree.”

***
The boffins. Crank thought about the boffins.

Robot society was very ordered. Everyone knew their place, and everyone was more or less 
happy with that. This was mainly because all robots were alike. Deep within each robot was a core 
that was unique, it is true, but it was small. Crank could replace Axle at the drop of a hat, if 
necessary, and he would enjoy being Axle. But he might prefer a different brand of tea.

The boffins were a little different from the usual robots. If most other robots imbibed ‘tea’, the 
boffins drank ‘coffee’. Their bodies were also slightly more brightly painted than those of normal 
robots, and the boffins favoured slightly bolder patterns and the more daring among them 
sometimes added stars and swooshes to their bodies. The rest of the robots considered that the 
boffins behaved in an unrobotic way. In other words they were a little odd.

Crank and Axle made their way back towards the centre of the city and then turned off onto one 
of the circular roads. They approached a tall building which looked much like any other and headed 
up the entrance slope and into the lobby.

Axle carefully regarded the continuously rotating lifts. They didn’t seem to have changed from 
the last time he was here. He sighed and rolled onto the moving platform and was whisked up into 
the higher levels of the building. At Flask’s level he rolled off of the platform and waited for Crank.

Crank rolled off the elevator and sighed. “At least they haven’t ‘improved’ the elevator since the 
last time we were here.”



Axle laughed, and they rolled on into Flask’s laboratory. Flask was there, but surprisingly, so was
a caveman.

“Ah, Crank and Axle,” said Flask. “Let me introduce Brad.”
***

“What’s he doing here?” hissed Crank. He was, of course, conversing in the robot way.
“He’s assisting me in my experiments,” said Flask in ‘caveman language’.
Brad smiled.
“Sorry,” said Crank, switching to ‘caveman language’. He realised that he had been rude. “I 

apologise, Brad. Please forgive me.”
Brad nodded, but Crank missed the signal.
“That’s OK,” Brad said. “I know it is unusual for us to come in to the city.”
Crank switched to full communication mode, and picked up on the smile and nod and relaxed. 

He had a small screen on his front end that showed a simulation of a caveman’s face and the face 
smiled. The cavemen found the face simulations funny for some reason. But it expanded the 
communication channel immensely.

“So, what are you up to? You and Flask?” he asked.
“Flask? Oh, yes, Flask.” The caveman realised that Crank was referring to the boffin. Crank was 

always surprised at how quickly the cavemen picked things up.
“Well, we are trying to find a solution for the pollution problem. That’s why you are here, isn’t?”

said Flask.“We’re trying to extend the idea of multiple worlds or spaces. You know the theory?”
“Yes, of course. But that’s just a hypothesis, isn’t it?”
“Oh, it’s been well verified. We’ve sent cameras into other spaces, and we’ve even sent animals 

into them and retrieved them. We hope to be able to send the pollution off into another space 
somewhere.”

“Why not just send it to a random space?”
“Are you serious, Crank? How would you like it if someone started dumping their pollution into 

our space?”
Crank was mortified. “Yes, yes, I see that. So what can we do? Can we dump our pollution into a

space without intelligent beings?”
“Without life, you mean? Intelligent life might evolve from unintelligent entities.”
“Ah, yes, of course. Without life.” Crank felt a strong urge to not say anything else. He wasn’t 

doing well.
“Well, even in those lifeless spaces, life might arise in the future. No, we are looking at finding 

empty spaces. Almost totally empty spaces. Of course, the spaces must have enough space in them 
to be able to contain our pollution. Enough physics to contain things. Enough chemistry to contain 
our pollution. But not enough science to create life. It’s a hard problem, and I’m not explaining it 
well, am I?”

“So, have you had any success, Flask?”
“A little. My colleague Retort and his assistant Condenser have located an almost empty space, 

and we are hopeful. Do you want to see it?”
“Yes, please.”
“Brad, can you open the portal, please? This allows us to look into the space that we found, 

Crank.”
Brad operated a machine with his hands and a glowing circle appeared. Crank was slightly 

nauseated by the manual operation of the hardware. He himself would have had to extrude some 



effectors to achieve the same task, but the caveman’s permanent appendages did it without the 
extrusion process. To the robot, it seemed so much more intimate.

Nevertheless, he rolled close to the circle.
“What is this?” he asked, extending a sensor to touch the circle.
“Don’t…”

***
Crank experienced a feeling of dizziness. Everything swirled around him, and all his robot senses 
were flooded with what seemed to be nonsensical information. He felt as if he was being swirled 
around, stretched, and compressed all at the same time. There was a slight pop, which seemed to 
bypass his sound sensors, and he found himself at the top of a slight slope. The flat area that he was 
on was a solid green, and the slope was brown. Far off in the distance was a blue circle. Crank 
realised that he didn’t know if it was really a long way away.

He turned and looked the other way. A wall of yellow appeared to be close behind him. He 
looked from side to side, and the wall appeared to curve away from him in both directions.

There was no sign of the circle that he had touched. Crank experienced a feeling of distress, 
nausea, and panic, so he shut down all his sensory systems. He put all his other systems into idle 
mode. In other words he became catatonic.

***
“... touch that!”

It was too late. Crank disappeared from the lab with a slight ‘pop’.
Axle turned on Flask and Brad. “What happened? Where has Crank gone?”
Flask and Brad were looking horrified. At least Flask was, and so far as Axle could tell, so was 

Brad. Axle was not good at reading the body language of the cavemen.
“He’s gone into the space. Shall I shut the portal down?” asked Flask.
“No! We tossed stuff into it and then shut the portal down and the stuff didn’t come back, 

remember? Then when we opened the portal up again the stuff was not in there.”
“Yes,” said Flask. “Shall I start up the viewer device and extend it into the space?”
“Yes. We can at least confirm that he is in there.”
It dawned on Axle that Flask was not behaving like the head of this team, and Brad was not 

acting like an assistant.
“This is Brad’s experiment,” he said, shocked.
Flask looked at him, and then went back to the equipment that he was switching on. There was 

something funny about the image on the screen. At first, it seemed blurred then Axle realised that it 
was a simulation of a three-dimensional image on a two-dimensional screen. He quickly shifted to 
the correct mode of vision. Brad put on some glasses, he noted. Probably the caveman equivalent of
his visual filters.

Axle saw a glowing circle. It was of a different hue to the real circle, he thought, but that was 
probably not relevant. Flask manipulated the controls using extruded effectors, and the point of 
view on the screen advanced towards the circle. At the same time a small box on wheels rolled 
towards the real circle. The circle disappeared off the edge of Flask’s screen.

“Five centimetres,” said Brad, looked at the box on wheels.
Flask touched some other controls and the box extruded a rod with some sensors at the end of it 

towards the circle, and suddenly the circle was filled with swirling colours centred on the rod. The 
image on Flask’s screen broke up,

“Contact,” said Brad.



Flask touched the controls again, and on his screen they could see the rear of Crank’s body, 
including part of his chassis. The real circle was empty, showing the lab behind it, with the extruded
rod apparently cut off at the point that it pierced the circle.

***
“Bring him back!” demanded Axle.

“Your friend is OK for the moment, Axle,” said Brad. “We have to be careful though. Don’t 
worry. We’ll get him back.”

‘Friend’ and ‘don’t worry’ were not a normal part of Axle’s usual vocabulary, but he was 
worried, and although friendship was not a big part of robot life, without a doubt Crank was a 
friend. So he didn’t comment on what Brad said.

“Tell me!” Axle ordered. “What is this experiment, and what is this space that Crank is in? 
There’s something special about it, isn’t there? How do you ‘shut down’ a Universe?”

Brad answered him. “Well, we don’t shut down the Universe. We shut down the portal. You 
know the Multiple Worlds Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics?”

“Yes, yes, I said so before!”
“Then you know that the Multiverse contains all the possible Universes that could occur from 

the instant of the Big Bang, or whatever happened when the Multiverse began, until now?”
“Yes, and the Multiverse splits every time a quantum event happens. This is simple stuff. What 

of it?”
Flask answered. “Well, Brad and I and a few others were talking one day, and someone 

mentioned that if the Multiverse contained all the possible Universes, then maybe there was a 
second Multiverse that contained impossible Universes! Ones which couldn’t have developed as a 
result of physical evolution from the start of our Universe or space.”

Brad took up the tale. “So we had the equipment to locate and view any possible Universe. We 
decided to tweak the parameters so that the equipment could locate impossible Universes. It was 
hard. We kept coming up with improbable but possible Universes. We were getting frustrated, but 
then someone accidentally connected the random number generator into the second phase generator 
instead of the first, and we got a new space. Theoretically the equipment should not have worked, 
because the feedback from the circuit was out of phase with the input signal but it did show a space 
or a Universe, which had to be an impossible one! It was quite a breakthrough. Retort and his team 
are still trying to work out why it worked.”

“We did some checks,” said Flask, “and it really was an ‘impossible’ Universe. It was also dark, 
and we couldn’t see anything. We tweaked our parameters, and we found more usable spaces after a
few more trials. We found that if we left anything the space, it wasn’t there when we started the 
portal up again, so every time we open the portal, we think that we get a slightly different space, but
a nearby one. It’s something that we need to find out about though, because we can’t lose people 
and equipment if the power should happen to go out.”

“So Crank is in an ‘impossible’ space or Universe? How do we get him back?”
Flask looked at the screen. “He’s not moving. I’m not sure why. We’ve sent animals into spaces, 

and they came back OK.”
“I think he’s probably incapacitated by fear,” suggested Brad.
“Robots don’t feel fear,” said Axle, but something in him disagreed. Why did they have a word 

for it then?
“Or shock, then,” said Brad, giving Axle a look. “Flask, can you move the locus to one side, 

please?”
“Sure.”



Flask withdrew the sensor rod and moved some controls. The circle shifted a metre or so to one 
side, and Flask moved the sensor rod to the circle and extended it into the ‘impossible’ space. All 
that could be seen on his monitors was a green surface, a brown slope, and in the far distance, a 
circle of blue.

“Where’s Crank?” asked Axle anxiously.
Flask rotated the sensor and sure enough, off to one side was the immobile figure of Crank.
“How do we get him back?”
Flask and Brad looked at him, then at each other.
“I think someone will have to go through, and see what’s wrong with him.”
“I’ll go,” Axle said.
“No,” said Brad with a smile. “I’ll go. We don’t know why Crank has stopped moving. If it is 

something to do with the fact that he is a robot, then you may freeze up too, Axle.”
“What if you freeze up, Brad?”
“’Freeze up’? Well, the animals didn’t, so I don’t think that I will, but if I do, then it will up to 

you and Flask to decide what to do next.”
He turned to Flask. “Lower the locus to ground level, please, Flask, so that I can easily step 

through.”
Brad waved at them, then stepped through the circle. Axle was impressed by the caveman’s 

bravery.
***

Brad didn’t experience the transition like Crank did, but he didn’t know that. He just stepped across.
He looked around. There was the big curved yellow wall, the flat green area, the brown slope, and 
the distant blue circle. And there was Crank.

“Can you hear me, Flask?”
“Yes, Brad. Loud and clear. How is Crank?”
“I’m just going to look at him.”
Brad walked over to Crank. There was a ticking noise and a sort of distant rumble from inside 

the robot. The rumble was rhythmic with a period of a few seconds.
“Do robots snore?” Brad asked.
“Er, no,” said Flask. “Is he making a noise like a snore, then?”
Brad described what he heard.
“I don’t know,” said Flask. “Axle?”
“He might have gone into maintenance mode. That might be his standby power source. If it is 

very quiet there, it might be audible. At least he is minimally operational.”
Brad shook his head. “OK, if he is in maintenance mode, how do we snap him out of it?”
“Um, direct cable connection,” said Axle.
“Direct cable connection?”
“Yes, we all have a short cable connection that can be used for direct connection. For 

emergencies. We don’t like to talk about it. It’s, um, private.”
“OK. How long is it?”
“About a metre and a half. Only specialised extensions will work, and we don’t have one, so one 

of us will have to come through. I will do it. Flask will be need to operate the controls. I think that 
you were right, Brad, and he went into maintenance mode as a result of the shock or scare he got 
when he was accidentally transferred to the impossible space. I should be OK, I think. It won’t be as
much of a shock to me.”

***



The glowing circle was only just big enough for Axle to roll through. He cautiously edged up to it, 
and gathered his nerve. But Brad had gone through without a problem.

“Here goes,” he said, and his front edge touched the circle.
Nothing much happened, so he slowly moved forward and his chassis started to disappear into 

the circle.
“I see you, Axle,” said Brad. “Keep coming.”
Suddenly Axle experienced the disorientation that had stuck Crank when he accidentally passed 

through the portal. He concentrated, trying his hardest to ignore the sensation and keep moving in a 
straight line. The disorientation diminished and he was through.

“Well done, Axle. That’s very brave of you.”
“Brave? I suppose so. Thanks, Brad, but you went first! Erm, did you experience that unpleasant 

sensation when you came through, Brad?”
“Sensation? No, it was just a step. You’ll have to tell us about it, but first, Crank.”
“Hmm, yes.” Axle rolled up to his friend and opened a flap at the front of Cranks’ chassis.
An indicator showed orange.
“Brad, you cavemen have a taboo about being seen naked, don’t you? We robots feel very 

uncomfortable if anyone sees us with our controls exposed. It makes us feel vulnerable. Please can 
you look away? Sorry. It will make me feel better.”

“Certainly. I understand.”
Axle looked at the indicators and displays in Crank’s private access area. Even he felt a little 

embarrassed. Still, it had to be done. Axle sighed.
“He seems OK,” he said to Brad. “I’ll see if I can wake him up.”
Axle opened his own private area and drew out the cable for the direct connection. His effectors 

shook a little. He’d never done this before! He plugged his cable into the receptacle on Crank’s 
chassis.

Immediately he seemed to feel Crank looking over his shoulder. He noted the sensation, but 
dismissed it as an illusion. Axle sent the code that should wake Crank up and disconnected the cable
and stowed it back into his private access area and rolled back a little.

“That’s done. He should wake up in a moment.”
Axle and Brad watched Crank, but nothing happened.
“How long does it take?” Brad asked after a minute.
“I’ve honestly no idea, Brad. In the soaps on the streaming services it’s almost instant, but that is

highly unlikely.”
Axle watched the lights in Crank’s private access area, and they were cycling rapidly. He had no 

idea if that was good or bad. The cycling stopped and there were a couple of beeps, then the cycling
started again. Crank’s drive motor started for an instant and stopped. The cycling stopped and a 
green light flashed.

“Where am I? What happened?”
“How are you, Crank?” asked Axle.
“A little less than optimal” His voice was still a little mechanical. His sensors moved, scanning 

the area. “Ah. I’m still here. What happened?”
“You went into maintenance mode, Crank. I just rebooted your systems. You might want to...”
“Ah. Yes.” Crank looked down and shut his private access flap. “Ah. What are you and Brad 

doing here? How do we get back?”
“We came to rescue you, pal,” said Brad. “Are you really OK?”



“Yes, thanks. A little disoriented. How do we get back? The locus or circle or whatever it is 
called isn’t visible! Are we trapped?!”

“We’ll figure something out,” said Axle. “How did you get your animal samples back, Brad?”
“We poked them through on the end of the sensor rod and pulled them back the same way. We 

could hold onto the rod and let Flask pull us through. Flask?”
“It’s worth a try, Brad. Who is first?”
“Crank? Crank, grab the pole that the sensors are on. Let it pull you through.”
Crank did what Flask said and grabbed the pole with one of his effectors. From Axle and Brad’s 

point of view, Crank was drawn towards the point where the pole appeared to start. When his 
effector reached that point there was a pop and Crank disappeared. The sensor rod appeared again 
as Flask thrust it back into the space.

“Crank is back! Well done, guys!”
“Yes!” said Axle, in triumph. He looked around. “Shall we have a quick look around, Brad?”
“I’m keen. Flask?”
“OK, by me.”
“Let’s scale the yellow wall. Can you climb, Brad?”
“That’s too smooth. Can you climb it and help me up?”
“I think so,” said Axle. He extended a sharpened extensor which bit into the wall. He retracted 

the extensor and was drawn towards the wall. A second extensor higher up the wall raised him off 
the ground or surface that he was on. A third extensor pulled him further up, and then he redeployed
the first extensor, and by repeating the process hauled himself up the two-metre wall.

“How’s that?” he said, at the top of the wall.
“Give me a hand up, pal,” said Brad, and Axle lowered an effector and pulled him up.”
“High five,” said Axle, raising an effector that looked like a caveman hand. This gesture was on 

Axle’s list of common caveman gestures. He hoped that he was using it correctly.
Brad smiled and smacked his palm.
“What have we got?” asked Brad.
They regarded the view. There was a yellow oval area, raised a couple of metres above the collar 

of green. The green collar had a brown slope surrounding it. At what seemed to be a considerable 
distance they could see blue areas spaced around the edge of what they could see.

“Not much,” replied Axle. “I wonder what the blue areas are? Water? Or what passes for water 
here?”

“We’ll have to investigate. But now we need to get back.”
“Can I help? When you come back to investigate?” said Axle, showing as much eagerness as a 

robot could.
Brad laughed. “Sure. Will Crank want to help too?”
Axle considered the question seriously. “Yes, almost certainly. Who wouldn’t?”
They climbed back down the yellow wall. Brad lowered himself over the edge and dropped the 

last bit. Axle embedded an effector into the top, then walked himself down using his effectors to 
support his weight.

“Here goes,” said Axle. He drew air into his oxygen absorbers, or in other words he took a 
breath, and let Flask pull him though. The disorientation was there, but it wasn’t so bad this time.

Then Flask pulled Brad through, and the three robots and the caveman all cheered.
“Well, that was exciting. Let’s see if we can work out a safer and more efficient way of checking 

out these spaces, shall we?”



The caveman face images on the three robots all nodded, and Brad smiled. It was hard not to 
laugh.

***
“Ready?” asked Axle. He was talking caveman language, which was the standard for the 
exploration teams, even when there were no cavemen in the team.

Axle looked a lot different from the Axle of a few months ago. For a start, he looked much more 
robust. He had balloon wheels and more substantial tracks. His sensors were more varied and his 
tray of effectors was much enhanced. An observer would spot the drills and saws, but there were 
several other tools such as lasers and other electronic probes which were not so obvious. Two large 
spools of wire and rope were bolted to the back of his chassis.

But the biggest difference in Axle from the robot of several months ago was his body. Gone was 
the single block of conservative colour. His body was striped yellow and black, a colour 
combination favoured by all the exploration team members. They rationalised that it was a highly 
visible combination and the team members sometimes had to know where the other members were 
in an instant. But that didn’t explain the dragon-like wings drawn on the sides of his barrel body, or 
the dragon-like crest he had added to his head.

He looked at his team. On this survey, his team consisted of two cavemen, Phil and Isa, but on 
other expeditions he had been part of, the leader had been a caveman. Isa was a female, but that was
a mere detail so far as he was concerned, though for some reason the cavemen found it significant. 
Both were clad in protective gear, coloured yellow and black. Phil’s helmet was styled like a 
snarling dog and Isa’s helmet resembled the head of a bird of prey. They carried lasers and probes of
their own. Axle conceded that his lasers and theirs could be used for defensive purposes if 
necessary.

Crank was operating the portal today. Axle had been wrong. After his traumatic first crossing to 
the first ‘impossible space’, Crank was not interested in travelling to these novel spaces, but he 
supported the project and enjoyed working on it.

“Let’s go,” said Axle and led his two team members through the circle into the latest ‘impossible 
space’. He hardly noticed the sensation of passing through the portal these days.

***
Crank checked the cameras of the streaming services. Everything that the exploration teams did was
followed avidly by the whole population these days, both robots and cavemen. It was the latest 
sensation. Then he checked that the team had arrived in the new space without problems. It 
appeared to be a forest with various kinds of trees in it. Brad, Flask, and the boffins on the 
‘impossible spaces’ team, had originally assumed that the ‘impossible spaces’ would be lifeless, but 
that had turned out to be incorrect. That meant that the robots and the cavemen couldn’t just dump 
their pollution into a random ‘impossible space’.

Recently, someone had suggested that they dump the pollution into deep space in other spaces. 
The likelihood of affecting life in the space if they did that was small, but a big ethical debate had 
flared up, with both robots and cavemen taking part.

Fortunately the team of boffins looking for a way to improve the filters used in the kilns 
discovered that by passing the smoke through water they could stop much of it from escaping into 
the air. The problem then was that they had to think of some way to handle the polluted water. Some
chemicals in the water could be useful, but work would be needed before they could make use of 
them.



Removing much of the air pollution bought them some time to study the whole spectrum of 
possible and ‘impossible’ spaces. They still hoped that they could find a space that was guaranteed 
to never develop life and dump their pollution into it.

Crank sighed. Perhaps, some time in the future, he could travel to other spaces, but he still had 
the robot equivalent of nightmares about his first and only trip. He checked on the exploration team.
They seemed OK. They were headed towards the sparkling outcrop that the initial probes had 
spotted through the trees. He wished them luck.

***
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